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Verbal Inspiration - a Smmb)ing-Block to the Jews
and Fonlisbnea to the Greeks
(Continued)

"The objecUons to the verbal inspiraUon of Holy Scripture do
not manifest p-eat ingenuity or mental acumen, but the very oppoalte: they serve as a shining example of how God lnflicts His just
punishment upon all critics of His Word - they lose their common
sense and become utterly unreasonable and illogical." (F. Pieper,
What Is Chris&niti,? p. 243.) WW any one, after studying the
preceding article, still think that Dr. Pieper's judgment is too harsh?
I£ so, here is further material The black-list enumerating the
fatuities and puerilities, sophistries and logical absurdities, evaalons and misstatements, with which the critics operate is a long
one. We shall have to restrict ourselves to reviewing twenty-three
additional ones, more than enough to make you subscribe to Pieper's
statement "None of us, even though he were a doctor in all four
faculties, can deny the inspiration of Holy Scripture without suffering an impairment of his natural mental powers. . . . All opposition
to the divine truth, and that includes the opposition to the s11tiaf11ctio
viearia. and to the inspiration of Scripture (verbal inspiration), is,
as can be clearly shown, irrational" (Ch.r. Dogm11tiJc, I, pp. 280, 614.)
Assertion No. 1: Holy Scripture was written by divine inspiration; yet this same Holy Scripture contains many errors. The conservatives among the modems make this assertion. The liberals
refuse to utter such nonsense. The liberals assert: The Scriptures
are purely human writings and contain many errors. That is a
logical assertion; the second statement does not contradict the first
one. But the conservative critics are not employing their reason
when they declare that all Scripture is given by inspiration of God
and still find room in the inspired writings for a host of errors. "The
38
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many explicit pusages teach, If language can teach anytbbi& that
the Bible, 'all Scripture,' Is the Word of God, true, trustworthy,
and of divine authority. . • • Nor bu the moat pervene lngenui9
been able to show anything else, far less to favor, or leave zoom far,
the direct opposite. I say the dinc:t opposite- the lop:al contradictory. For when the propositions are 'All Scripture Is true and
trustworthy' and 'Scripture Is untrue and untrmtwortby in an indefinite number of things,' then the opposition Is direct, the propalltlons are contradictory; and therefore, according to the inexorable
logic of the square of opposition, If the one Is true, the other must
be false." (H. M'Intoab, I• Chriat Infallible and the Bible 7'Tu7
p. 598 f.) If the conservatives want to be recoplzed u lolical
thinkers, they must openly declare, with the liberals, that 2 'l'bn.
3: 18 is not true and that Christ made a mistake when He usertecl
that "the Scripture cannot be broken," John 10:35. Ila long u they
remain in the half-way station, they Involve themselves in hopeless self-contradictions.
The Baltimore DeclaMtion. of the U. L C. A. asserts: "We believe that the whole body of the Scriptures Is inspired by Goel. ..•
We accept the inspiration of the Scriptures as a fact of which our
faith in God, through Christ, assures us, and this assurance Is supported by words of Scripture In which the fact of inspiration is asserted or implied, 1 Cor. 2: 12; 2 Tim. 3: 18; 2 Pet. I: 21." (llrfinuu,
of the 1938 Convention., p. 474.) But that does not mean, says the
interpreter, Dr. A. J. Traver, that the Bible does not contain erron.
He asks: ''Does not modern science contradict the Scriptures?" He
answers: Yes, indeed; but remember: "God did not inspire the
writers of Scripture to know all truth. . . . Bible writers wrote with
the background of their age and its scientific beliefs. . . . The Bible
is not a text for biology or for chemistry." (The Luehenul, Feb.22
and May 10, 1939.) Dr. Traver interpreted the Bczltimon Deelaraticm correctly, for the commission responsible for the Deelaratioll
''was unable to accept the statement of the Missouri Synod that the
Scriptures are the infallible truth 'also in those parts which treat of
historical, geographical, and other secular matters'" (Minutes, etc.,
p. 468). A man does not have to take a course in logic to see that
if one asserts that all Scripture is inspired, he cannot make the
second assertion that Scripture is not reliable in all of its statements. A layman wrote a letter to The Lutlteran of January 18,
1939, and declared: "It would appear to this writer that this position" (the Scriptures contain some erroneous statements) ".Is contradicted In Section 8, where it is asserted: "11ierefore we beJieve tliit
the whole body of Scripture in all its parts is the Word of Goel.'"
This layman is faulting his theological leaders for using inexact
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lanpage, for committing a logical absurdlt¥. He knows that a false
statement cannot be called a word of God.TD>
If the statement "We believe that the whole body of the Sc:ripUlres in all Its parts is the Word of God" means what the words imply, we have the self-contradlctlon ;lust dJscuaed. If It refers to the
Selriftr,man, the "whole of Scripture" (which we are loathe to believe), It would be dealing with the monstrous conception-a conception which no logical mind can grasp-that the whole differs
from Its parts, that many of the parts are ob;Sectlonable, but the
"whole" is fine.
Furthermore, those who make aaertion No. I are not only contradlcUng themselves, but they are virtually making Scripture
contradict itself. Rather, they are putting a lie into the mouth of
Scripture. It comes to this: "Since the writers so repeatedly
claimed insplratlon, it is evident that they were either inspired or
that they acted with fanatical presumption. We are shut up to the
conclusion that the Bible is the Word of God or that It is a lie.''
(L. Boettner, The Inapinition of the Scriptuna, p. 22.)
Assertion No. 2: ''There is no assertion in Scripture that its
writen were kept from error." Thus the notorious Aubum Afli:rmation. See page 263 f. above, where a number of similar assertions
are listed. They are filling the world with the cry: "The Bible itself
makes no claim to be infallible, save in one passage, whose meaning
is open to dispute." (G. A. Buttrick, president of the Federal Council
lor 1940. See CoNc. THEOL. MTHLY., current volume, p. 222 f.) They
do not like the dilemma: The Bible is either inspired and infallible,
or, setting up this claim, it is a lying book. They seek to evade it by
asserting that the Bible makes no such claim. We cannot conceive
how the Auburn affirmationists and their friends in other circles
can make this assertion in the face of 2 Tim. 3: 16; 2 Pet. I: 21; John
10:35, and the great number of parallel passages. Hiff ateht einem
der Ventand a&ill. If these men said that the statements "All Scripture is given by inspiration of God" and ''The Scripture cannot be
broken" are not true, since in fact Scripture in many places must be
broken and stamped as false, our mind co~d follow their line of
75) Further details are given in CoNc. Tmo1. MTHLY., X, pp. 386,
S81.-Dld the Omaha convention of the U.L.C. (1.IMO) revise the illogical,
RU-contradictory B11lflm01"e Declczni&fcm by ac:cepting the PWaburgh
Agnement? Dr. H. C. Alleman fought the Pituburr,"h Agreement
because
one of its authors stated that "this explanation c:onceming_ the Sc:riptul'f!
goes beyond the Bczlffmon Declaration"; he denounced "the doctrine of
verbal inspiration as a carry-over from the old heathen conception of
inspiration." (Luth. Church Quart.., llMO, pp. 348, 352.) What happened
at Omaha? A correspondent of The Lutheran, March 5, 19'1, asserts:
"There wu one thing on which both the majority and the minority
-,reed: they both were certain that they_ were not voting for any
c:banps in the positions or practices of the U. L. C. A."
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argument. But our logical mind refuses to function when they tell
us that these passages are true, but do not cla1m divine insplratloD
and infallibility for all Scripture statements. '"The Bible itself
makes no claim to be infallible, uve in one passage, whose meaning ls open to dispute"? Is Dr. Buttrick referring to John 10:35?
If Jesus wanted to claim infallibility for Scripture, could He have
used more simple and direct language than by saying that not
a single passage of Scripture is subject to correction? The Lulhmm
WOTld called it "an amazing statement that the Scriptures themselves teach that 'every word' contained in them is 1nspired by the
Holy Ghost. We submit that an assertion so sweeping should have
been backed by definite and unambiguous quotations." (See C..Jan
und Wehn, 1904, p . 39.) If any man uys that the statement "All
Scripture is given by inspiration of God" is an indefinite and ambiguous statement, our mind cannot follow the workings of bis
mind, and there is no use of further arguing the matter. There
would be sense in arguing the matter with the extreme liberal who
denies the tn&th of 2 Tim. 3: 16; John 10: 35; etc. We are ready to
argue with Richard Rothe, who admits that the apo1tlea certainly
taught Verbal Inspiration but declares that "his exegetical conscience forbids him to be bound by the teaching of the apostles on
this point." (See Pieper, op. cit., p. 320. Meusel, Handle:dlcon, m,
p. 459.) We might not convince him that it is wicked to refuse to
be bound by the teaching of the apostles, but we could at least conduct on intelligent. conversation. But. if men say that the words
"All Scripture is given by inspiration" ore ambiguous, we cannot
any longer argue with them.
But we can do this much: we can let them present their reasons
for finding in 2 Tim. 3: 16 and the related passages a sense different
from what the words express. These reasons prove that their thesis
- Scripture does not claim inspiration and infallibility for all its
parts - is untenable. They are reasons inspired and dictated by
despair. They say: (a) "2 Tim. 3: 16 leaves open the question
whether inspired Scripture is infallible. That it is profitable no one
would deny." (C.H. Dodd, The Authoritv of the Bible, p.15.) The
argument seems to be: A Scripture can be inspired and still be
either true or false; and since Paul does not qualify "inspired" by
"true," the question is undecided. Thot means that when God
speaks through a prophet ond does not expressly say that He is
speaking the truth, we may take it or leave it. (The point that a
false statment may be profitable, will be discussed later, as Assertion No. '1.)1°>
78) N. R. Best puta the argument thus: "Paul dallied with no such
negative and speculative claims as 'The Scriptures contain no miltaka'
He struck for something far more positive and far more vital: 'Every
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They say: (b) that "a moment's study of the text (2 Tim. 3: 16)
lhowa that the writer could have bad In mind at best only the Old
Testament." (H. L. Willett, The Bible thTOUgh. the Centuria•,
p. 282.) The argument is: The verballsts cannot prove with 2 Tim.
3:16 that "the Bible claims its own inspiration" (p. 280); all that
they could prove from this text would be that the Bible claims the
lmpiratlon of the Old Testament. - We are perfectly satisfied with
this concession. Just familiarize yourself with the idea that
St. Paul lns1.sted on the inspiration and absolute inerrancy of the
Old Testament. If a man once accepts that, we'll have no trouble
with him as to the New Testament. We have never yet met a criti~
who attached greater importance to the Old Testament than to the
New. So we are going to harp on 2 Tim. 3: 16, force him to admit
that according to the Bible the Old Testament is inspired, and then
he will not balk at conceding the same to the rest of the Bible.Ti,
Let us assume that 2 Tim. 3: 16 has no bearing on the books of

the New Testament.ii> We lose nothing thereby. There are many
texts which very distinctly assert the inspiration and inerrancy of
the books of the New Testament. 1 Cor. 2: 13: the words of the
apostle are the words of the Holy Ghost. John 8:3lf.: the prinScripture inspired .of God is profitable.' . . • 'No errors' - a man could
wrestle with that proposition for a century and not prove it; every
1ogiclan Indeed would warn him beforehand that a universal negative is
unprovable. But. 'profitable' - that he could prove at every Chrlstlan
hearthatone, at every Christian altar.'' (Inaplraffon, p. 80.) Dr. Best is
Ignorant of the true situation. We do not need to prove, and we do not
uk the apostle to prove, that no errors are contained in Holy Scripture.statement
The bare
of Scripture to that effect is IUfficient.
77) Quoting Mark 7:13, where "our Lord c:a1ls the Pentateuch 'the
Word of God' in so many words," and Matt. 5: 18, R. A. Torrey remarks:
•Now of course, these two passages refer primarily only to the Pentateuch.
But t/ i,ou can accept the Pentateuch, t/OV. 10Ul not have much tTOuble
10ith the Hit o/ the Bible. This ls the very part of the Bible where the
hottest &lht hu always been waged between those who believe the
Bible to 6e the inerrant Word of God and those who think that much
of it is only fable or 'folk-lore.'" (Ia the Bible the Inerrant WOTCl oj
God? P.18.) Quoting Matt, 1: 22; John 10: 35; 2 Pct. 2: 21; 2 Tim. 3: 18,
and aimilar passages, James M. Gray remarks: "Let us reflect that the
lnapiration of the Old Testament being assured aa it is, why should
linillar evidenee be required for the New? Whoever is competent to
spealc u a Bible authority knows that the unitv of the Old and New
Testaments ls the strongest demonstration of their common source. They
are IICell to be not two books but only two parts of one book." (The
Fundamentar., III, p. 19.)
78) We need not assume that. "In 2 Tim. 3: 18: 'all Scripture' mav
include a Gospel like Luke's (cf. 1 Tim. 5:18) or even Paul's own epistles
(cf. 2 Pet. 3: 15).'' (James Orr, Revelatio11 and lmptratio11, p. 181.)
•Nothlnl in the text indicates that Paul restricts the term 'inspired
Scripture' to the holy books known to Timothy from his childhood.
Ratlier the contrary.'" (Wohlenberg, in Zah11'• Commentarv.) Additional
are given in CoJlfc. TH:mr.. MTBLY., I. p. 113. There the proo&
references
olered by Dodd for his thesis "The Bible itself does not make any c:la1m
to infallible authority for all its parts" are examined.
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clple that Scripture cannot be broken applies to the words of J - ,
which are ''the truth," and accordlng to John17:lt and 17 to the
words of the apostles. 1 Pet.1: 10-12: the words of the apastlel an
placed on a level with the words of the prophets. Again, 2Pet.S:2:
The '\vords of the holy prophets" and "the comrn•adments of 111, tbe
apostles of the Lord," are of equal authority. It follows that, if Paul
ucrlbes inerrancy and absolute authority to tbe Old Testament, he
must assert the same of the New Testament. 2 Cor.13:3: Paul
presents his writiags to us as the words of Christ, and, again, 1 Cor.
14: 37: ''The things that I write unto you are the commeadments of
the Lord." Is the New Testament of equal authority, equally Inspired and equally inerrant, with the Old Testament? And there
is 2 Pet. S: 16! The "epistles" of Paul are put in the class of "the
Scriptures." (See G. Stoeckhardt, LehN und WehN, 1886, p. 254.)
"All Scripture is given by inspiration," says Paul, and, says Peter,
the epistles of Paul are "Scripture." The critics will have a bud
time to show that these passages are ambiguous.TD,
Some of the critics commit the puerility of saying (c): "'l'be
sixty-six books of the Bible certainly do not all claim for themselves
to be given by inspiration of God. Very few of them do." (J.M.
Gibson, The lnapinition. of Holy ScriptuN, p. 24.) -The prophets of
the Old Testament spoke and wrote by inspiration of God (Luke
1: 70: "as He spoke by the mouth of His holy prophets"; Acts 3:
18, 21: "by the mouth of all his prophets since the world bepn");
so also the apostles (MatL 10: 19 f.). But, says Gibson, unless a book
written by a prophet or apostle says on its title-page: "Written by
inspiration," the writer does not clnlm inspiration for this book.
What about Ezra's writings? "We know him as 'Ezra the scribe.'
Yet there is no mention of any commission to take in hand either
the recording or the editing. The same applies to Nehemiah." (Op.
cit., p. 84.) The same applies to Second Timothy and Second Peter,
says Dodd: ''Neither passage (2Tim. 3:16 and 2Pet. l:21) claims
the rank of inspired Scripture for the writing in which it occun."
(Op. cit., p.15.) Sure enough; we do not find the statement on the
title-page: ''This epistle is inspired." But Dodd conveniently overlooks the word "apostle" in 2 Tim. 1: 1 and 2 Pet.1: 1 and 2 Pet. 3: 2.
He also leaves out of consideration John 17: 14; 1 Cor. 2:13; 1 'lbess.
79) One sample to show how hard they try to divest the

~

clalmlns inerrancy for the Bible, including the New Testament, of theJr
force: "In 2 Pet.3:16 St.Paul's cpisUes appear"(!) "to be lllwlecl
to u 'Scriptures'; but if we deal canclldly with the evidence, it would
appear that this one book of the New Testament is not by the writer
in whose name it is written." (Charles Gore, The DoeCriM oJ the
Infallible Boo1c, p. 33.) There must be some forc:e in St. Peter's statement;
e1- Bishop Gore would not reaort to the dsperate expedient of deD,Jml
its clarity and appealing to the question of the authentldty of the book.
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2: 13. No, Ezra did not say: "This book ls inspired"; but 2 Tim. 3: 18
writes it on the title-page of Ezra's writing, and the passages quoted
In the preceding section do the aame for all the books of the New
Testament. Gibson again: ''Luke does not say, These other teacben
to whom you have been listening are not lnfalllble, but I am. . . . la
there anytb1ng about Luke being apecla11y appointed to give an
ez-ccc1aedn& utterance? Not a word of lt. Here are the c:lalma he
makes on bis own behalf: that he bu given much attention to the
subject and that he bu been careful to be accurate in verifying his
facts. . . • He does not say: 'The Spirit moved me to write this to
you.' He simply says, 'It seemed good to me also.'" (Op. cit.,
p.133 f.) Even Charles Gore uses this argument. "The evangelist
St Luke in his preface appears to make no clalm to inspiration but
only to accuracy." (The Doctrine of the Infallible Boole, p. 45.) Here
the puerility Is buttressed with a fallacy. The fact that St. Luke
claimed accuracy has no bearing on the question whether be
claimed inspiration. The logicians call this the fallacy of the
irrelevant conclusion or the ign.cH"lltio elenchi. Gibson once more:
"The prophets had sometimes special directions to write, as when
Jeremiah prepared the roll which Jebolakim destroyed and again,
by divine direction, prepared a second roll; but we have no evidence of any special call or commission to record the propbecles for
the sake of the ages to come." (Op. cit., p. 84.) For us the evidence
of Rom.15: 4 ("Whatsoever things were written aforetlme were
written for our learning'') Is conclusive. Furthermore, if prophecies relate future events, - do they not? -what was in the mind of
the prophets in writing them down if they did not "record them
for the sake of the ages to come"?
S. P. Cadman employs (d) plain sophistry in support of the
thesis under discussion. In his Anawns to Everyday Questiona he
says on page 253: "Nowhere does the Book itself clalm for the
entire content of its literature what you assert in its behalf. • . . It
is a baseless assumption that every word of Holy Scripture must be
regarded as practically infallible.'' For instance: "Not everything
that Genesis, Jonah, and Daniel contain is literally and factually
true." (P. 274.) We naturally ask: How can the Bible clalm to be
God's Word, God's truth, if it actually tells factual untruths? Here
is the sophistry: "We have to distinguish between factual truth and
moral or religious truth. To say that the Bible is true does not
imply that everything it states is fact. It conveys many of its
sublimest truths by fiction, poetry, rhapsody, and dream. If you
dispute the assertion, read the parables of Jesus, • .. and the Genesis
clocumenl ••• Not everything that Genesis, Jonah, and Daniel contain Is literally and factually true.'' It ls sophistry to conclude &om
the fact that Jesus conveyed a spiritual truth by means, for ex-
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ample, of the story of the Ten Virgim,-lt be1q Immaterial wbelher
these eventa actually took place, - that the holy wrlten had the
risht to tell the story of the Fall or of Jonah's experience u facts,
knowing that these things dld not occur. You will get the full Import of the equivocation if you read the quation which Dr. Cadman
is answering. "Question: Why do ecc:lesfutics ask us to accept the
Bible as the Word of God and then tell us that the account of
creation is not historic or Jonah'• experiences a 'fish story'! .••
How can you blame men if they conclude that the Book ls full of
errors and that consequently its author or authors are fallible!"
The easiest way to evade the force of 2 Tim. 3: 16 is (e) to pve
the term ''inspiration" a new meaning. First say with Dodd that
"inspired Scripture" is not the same u "infallible Scriptwe" (see
above) and with Gore: "The New Testament certalnly does not
warrant our identifying inspiration with infallibility on all subjec:IL•
(Op. cit., p. 46.) And then, when the simple Christian objec:11 that
what is God-breathed, what the holy writers expressed in words
which God gave them, cannot be fallible; that, if ''the holy men of
God spake as they were moved by the Holy Ghost" (2 Pet.1: 21),
they could not have spoken error nnd untruth, tell him that he bu
the wrong conception of "inspiration," tell him that "the inspiration
of the Bible is the total spirit and power it reveals. • • • The proof
that the book is inspired is its power to inspire." (H. L. Willett, op.
cit., p. 288.) Or: "All Scripture is because of the inspiration of
God. That does not mean that everything that was written wu
inspired. It means that men wrote because they were under the
inspiration of some divinely given truth." (E. Lewis, A Philoaophr
of the ChN&ian Revelation, p. 260.) Or: ''Inspiration does not c:any
inerrancy. It is the capacity to explore independently the regions
of the spirit and to convince others of the reality of that which one
has discovered." (C. H. Dodd, op.cit., p. 129.) Or, in the simple
language of the vulgar rationalists: Inspiration is "die andaechtlge
Gemuetsverfassung" (Semler; see Hoenecke, Ev.-Luth.. DogmatUc,
I, p. 352). The trouble with this quid-pro-quo operation is that it
puts too great a strain upon the credulity of the simple Chrutlan.
The words of the apostle cannot bear this alleged meaning. Since
"all Scripture" is the subject of which "given by inspiration of God"
is predicated, don't begin to talk of a "devout state of mind." Your
hearers will not know what to make of the devout state of mind of
the Scriptures. And was the apostle really such a bungler that,
when he said that "no prophecy of the Scripture is of any private
interpretation, but holy men. of God spake as they were moved by
the Holy Ghost," he actually wanted to say that their teaching WU
the product of their "capacity to explore independently the regions
of the spirit"? -These samples should be sufticient to show that
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Indeed the c:rit1cs of God's Word 1aN their common sense and became utterly unreasonable and illoglcaL But, say the critics, hear
our further proofs for the thesis that Scripture does not claim infalllblliQ' for all its parts; these additional proofs are irrefutable.
We aball bear them and, to give them the prominence which the
criticl attach to them, we aball treat them u apeclal Asaertlona.
Aaertlon No. 3: Christ Himself corrected the Scriptures. The
arsument is: If Christ, t-he great Teacher (and ,ae add: Christ, the
Author of Scripture) found it necessary to revise and amend Scripture, to point out the mistakes and false teacblnga in the Old Testament, you can no longer hold that the Bible claims infalllblllty for
all its parts. Of the various mec:hanlama employed in the war
apimt Verbal Inspiration some modems consider this to be the
mast effective one. They drill their students in its use. A graduate
of Union Theological Seminary told his examining board: ''The men
who wrotd our Scriptures were inspired by God, but they mixed
smne of their own errors in with God's truth. Jesus said: 'It hath
been said of old .•.; but I say unto you.' There were some parts of
Scripture which Jesus Himself did not accept as God's truth, at
least not the whole truth of God.'' (The Presbvtffllln, Nov. 26,
1938.) It is drilled into the students at Gettysburg, too. Their professor, Dr. H. C. Alleman, declared in his manifesto against Verbal
Inspiration: "If Christ can be quoted as saying in John 10:35 (as
the verbal inspirotlonists hold) that 'Scripture cannot be broken,'
and If that means that it is without error or contradiction, how are
we to square this statement with those instances, particularly in the
Sermon on the Mount, in which He deliberately breaks Scripture?
For example, does not Matt. 5: 39 abrogate Ex. 21: 24, and does not
Mark 7: 19 repeal Lev.11 ?" (See p. 257 above.) His colleague Dr. J.
Aberly makes the same assertion. And there are many others.•>
The assertion that Christ corrected the Scriptures does not
reveal great mental acumen. It means (a) that Christ contradicted

80) Aberly: "In this total view we must have the Spirit of Jesus
to clilferentlate between what ls temporary and what ls permanent-

this attitude wm be found to be that of the New Testament writers and
even of Jesus Hlmlelf towards that unique revelation of God which
we have In the Old Testament. . • • This view of the total purport of
the Old Testament determined the corrections made of such teachlnp
u were at variance with it. mustratlons of this will be found in the
c:mreeUons of the law of retaliation, among others In the Sermon on the
llount, Katt. 5:17-48. (The Luth. Church Quart., April, 1935, p. 119.)
Otlien: The EzpositoT's Gnek Tel't4mme on Matt. 5:21-28: "Christ'•
pautfon u fulflller entitled Him to point out defects of. the Law itaelf."
Johannes Haenel: "Die Gegenueberstellung des Zltats und der Enriderunar Jaus' laeat nlcht im gerlnpten den Gedanken aufkommea, dua
Jesus nur eln Mlaverstaendrus der Erklaerer beheben will. • • • Gegen
die Sehrifhoone nlbse weadet sich Jens." (Der Schrifd,egrif ~nus',
p.180 ff.) Etc:.
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Hlmae]f. At one place He says that "the Scripture cumot be
broken," and at another place He is eqqed In breaking Sc:riptme,
rev1aing, cenaoring, correcttng it. In the Sermon OD the Mount Be
aoJernnly declares that not "one jot or tittle shall pas from the
X.w" (Matt. 5: 18), and three venes later, &om v. 21 on, He strim
out whole sentences, passages, and sections. Dn. Alleman 1111d
Haenel and the others are asking us to believe that God is reven1n1,
correcting, and contradicting Himself.Ill
Nor (b) do we have to exert great acumen to show that the
text will not bear Dr. Alleman'• interpretation. When Jesus quoted
the provision of the Law "Thou shalt not kill" (Matt. 5: 21) ud
then adda: "But I say unto you, . . ." is He revoking the Law?
Where do you see in the text the words on which your whole arpment hinges: "But I say unto you, You may kill"? Our contradictionists have not mastered the logical law of the contradiction.
Jesus indeed says: ''Whosoever is angry," etc. But the prohibition
of sinful anger, etc., is not a substitution for the Mosaic prohib1tlm
of murder. It is not even an addition to it. Ex. 20: 13 forbids anger
as well as murder. The ''but" of Jesus is not directed against Mola
but again.at those who found in Moses nothing but the prohibition of
the gross act of murder. In the words of Dr. Lenski: " 'You have
heard' means: from your teachers, the scribes and Pharisees, on
whom you were entirely dependent for your instruction. 'nley told
you that 'it was said,' of course by Moses, 'to the ancients,' to whom
he first brought the Law: 'Thou shalt not murder.' . . . But tbls
was all that you heard -nothing but a civil law, to be applied to an
actual murderer, by a civil court. . . . Not a word about God and
what He by this commandment requires of the heart. Not a wmd
about the lusts and the passions that lead to actual murder and,
though they produce no murder, are just as wicked as murder.•..
What the disciples now hear from Jesus is vastly different from
what in the past they heard from the scribes and Pharisees. 'l'he
opposition is not to 'it was said.' Jesus is not contradicting or c:or-

81) H.:M'Intosb: "Those utterances of our Lord-mainl,)' thme ID
the Sermon on the Mount opening with 'Ye have heard that it hath been
said by them of old time,' on which they have aoulht to fouml their
unwarrantable assertions - are directed not against the teachlq of
Scripture, which tooulcl have been
Hlmaelf.
11 divine c:ontnzdlcffon of
For it wu Goel who 'in times past spoke unto the fathers by the prophetl ;
and it wu the ume God wlio 'in these last times hath n,oken unto 111
by Bia Son.' It wu the Son who Blmself declared, u if to answer by
anticipation this very objection, "'l'ill heaven and earth pus, one jot
or one tittle••• .' (Matt.5:17,18~ Luke 16:17.) With this Be prefaced
all Bia utterances about the teac Ing of the anclenta. So that He could
not have dlrec:ted them against the Scriptures, whlc:h were Bis own
Word, but qa1mt those mlsapprehensiona; pervenlom, and mlapplicatkma of it with which an unspiritual relJgloalty and IIOUllea literalbm
had aaodated and overcrusted it." (Op. cit., p. 295.)
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recting lloaea." ( On Matt. 5: 21, 22.) Jesus does not revoke Ex.
20: 13. He leaves it in full force. He does not mike out one jot or
tittle. And these modems are telllng ua: Jesus la here plainly
braking Scripture! 112)
"Does not Matt. 5: 39 abrogate Ex. 21: 24?" Jesus was t10t a
revolutionary; He wu not a parlor-communist. He did not uk the
civil courts to cease exacting the iuat puai•bm-ut from the c:rlminaL
''Here again Jesus does not abrogate or change the penal laws as
too hanh, a■ not humanitarian enough, or as needing reform in
other respect■. • • • But the very God who placed that law and lta
execution where it belongs, in the band■ of the government, place■
another law and ita execution, the law of love, into the heart■ of
Christ'• dlaciples." (Lenski.) aa, - "And does not Mark 7: 19 repeal
Lev.11?" Certainly not! The teaching that it i■ not food but the
evil tboughta of the heart tbat de61e man does not ■ay tbat there
ls anything wrong about the Levitlcal law concerning clean and
unclean beast■, but simply corrects the mi■apprehenalon and misapplication of Lev. 11, as though Levitical purity in itself constituted
moral and spiritual purity. And if anybody should in■i■t that the
abrogation of tbe Ceremonial Law constituted a breaking of Scripture, Jewry, orthodox Jewry, would •lde with him but not the
Christian theologians.
It is Interesting to note that Dr. Charles F. Schaeffer, professor
at Gettysburg, wrote in The Luthen11L Comment41"JI (1895): "The
Lord does not mean the teaching of Moses himself but tbe erroneous
mode of interpreting his words." More interesting that in the Nev,
Teatament Commente&1"JI, edited by Dr. H. C. Alleman, Dr. Hemy
Offermann writes (p. 169): ''When the scribes interpreted the commandment, they used to read the words of the cornrnaadment and
then pointed out to their hearers the puni■hrnent for the transgreaor. That was all. They had no further comment to make.

82) SH a1ao G. Stoeckhardt, Die bibliache Geachlchte dea Neun
7'11tamnta, p. 92: "Cbristus ■etzt du Gesetz Moala nlcht auaer Kraft
und Geltung. Cluistus bc■tactigt vlelmchr du Gaetz, '•trelcht e■ recht
heraua und zelgt den T"echten Kem. uml Verat1111d, daa ale lemen, wu
du Gaetz lat und haben will' (Luther)." Also Kretzrnann, Popule&r
Co111111111tc&f'J/: "Chrlat con.fi.nna and ezpounda the Law. • • • The Lord
now proceeda to prove His condemning statement by expounding a few
of the c:ommandmenta according to their full aplritwd aignifi.ecmee.n
83) Dr.Graebner'a answer to the Alleman-manifesto: "If the Jn,a
of Bia time juati&ed a passionate and revengeful spirit, Je■ua now c:aniea
out more fully the spirit and design of the Law by urging the readineM
of a true cUaciple to forgive, to win, to restore. And who us not able
to aee the cWference established between publle and o8iclal vengeance
and the private relationship of men to men?" (Coxe. Tmor.. JIIDLT.,
XI, p. 885.)
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They were satiafied with the letter of the Law, but made no attempt to penetrate into its spirit. There is nothing ID the text to
Indicate that Jesus objected either to the t'()fflmandmaut or to the
words attached to it. What He objected to wu that the traditional
interpretation did not go beyond the act ibelf." And there are
liberal theologians who would not endorse this part of Dr. Aileman's manifesto. A Nev, CommentGT'JI on Holv Sc:riph&n, edited
by Bishop Charles Gore and others, says: "'Ye have heard that It
was said by them of old times' is a traditional sc:rlbal phrase, with
the sense of 'you have understood this to mean.' But our Lord emphasized the divine mind behind this prohibition of murder and
teaches that both the harboring of anger and the use of abusive
language are included within its scope." And here is the ultraliberal H. L. Willett, who says: "Furthermore it must be remembered that Jesus was bringing no indictment against the Hebrew
Scriptures, which He held in the highest reverence. He wished,
however, to carry out their spirit to its legitimate ends." (In The
Chriman CentuT'JI, Oct. 21, 1936.)
Assertion No. 4a: Christ erred in endorsing the whole of the
Old Testament. - When we answer assertion No. 3 by pointing out
that Christ endorsed the whole of the Old Testament, critics reply:
Chr.ist certainly did that, but He was wrong in doing that. 'nley are
off on a different tack; but they are still sailing on the sea of unreason. It is an unchristian assertion, as we have shown in the
third article (see p. 420 ff. above); but it is also unreasonable. To
ask us to say that Christ endorsed oll of the Old Testament, the
authenticity of the Pentateuch and the story of Jonah and the
whale, because "He knew no better'' is asking too much of a Christian; but it is also asking too much of a thinking man. Oh, yes, it
is reasonable enough for Voltaire to declare that Christ's testimony
on these points is not absolutely trustworthy, for Voltaire insisted
that Christ was a mere man. But a theologian who believes that
Christ is true God and still insists that He made "exegetical mistakes" and false statements is not using his reasoning powers. And
we sbalI go a step farther. Let Jesus be a mere man. But was He
a good man, an honest man? The critics, not only the conservatives
but also the liberals, insist on that. Only the scoffers, the infidels,
may deny it. However, you cannot teach that Jesus was a good,
honest man and still claim that He ·was mistaken on various points,
on the point, for instance, of the inerrancy of the Bible. For He
claimed to be a teacher sent from God who spoke the very words
of God. It is impossible for a mere man to claim absolute infallibility and remain an honest man. Use your thinking powers! When
you assert that Jesus was wrong in endorsing the Old Testament,
this Jesus, who claimed to speak the Word of God in all His state-
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menta, YoU are proclaiming Jesus u a fraud. Are you ready to do
tbat!lf>
'1'be cr.ltlca do not want to do thaL And so they are driven to
employ varloua clumsy subterfuges. (Auertlon No. 4b.) We have
mentioned some on page 421 above. For lmtance: "Jesus c:ondescendecl not to know." Here are some more. Jesus did not
endorse the story of Jonah ln the belly of the &sh; Luke 11: 29 f.
does not mention this part of the story; 10 Jc■us never vouched
for the truth of it; the eccount of MatL 12:40 is not trustworthy.Ill>
The meaning of this is: You cannot say that we are charging
Jesus with an error fo1· endorsing this story, for He never endoneci it! Another subterfuge: "It is ■aid that the language
of our Lord about the Old Testament requires us to accept the
account of the Flood and the story of Jonah as literally true• •••
However, it seems to me to be even preposterous to suggest
that He binds us by His allusion to the Flood (Luke 17: 28 ff.)
to suppose that it occurred as it is described in Genesis. We
should, I think, feel the same way about His allusion to Jonah's
resurrection out of the whale's belly, if it we.r e authentic." (Charles
Gore, op. cit., pp. 19, 25.) The meaning of this is as above. But
where is the proof for this idea? Bishop Gore " thinks" iL Can he
make me think it ? And why, we ask, did Jesus refer to these
incidents if they were not facts? That is easy to answer, say the
critics. Christ used these incidents as parables, and so they need
not actually have happened. Prof. J. W. Horine: ''The book (Jonah)
M) R. A. Torrey: "Jesus Chrllt claimed to be a teacher sent from
God who spoke the ,•cry words of God. He claimed this over and
over again, and if He was
mistaken
about the origin and charac:ter of this
Book, concerning which He has so much to uy, He was a frau~1 an
unmitigated fraud. If these people are right who tell us that tnese
inddenta ln the Book of Genesis, for example, which our Lord has
10 plainly endorsed, a rc simply 'folk-lore' or Inaccurate and unreliable
traaitions of the day, then, beyond a q,uesUon, Jesus Christ was a fraud,
an unmitigated fraud." (Op. cit., p. 20.) Proceedings, 101011 Dtstric~.1891,
p. 31: "If the Bible were not inspired and consequently infaWole, lt
would not be a good book but a lying book, for lt claims divine Inspiration for itself; then, too, Jesus 10oulatlOC be good but A deceiver, for He
endorses the Bible os a divine book."
85) H. L. Wlllett: "It would seem that the reference to Jonah's atay
in the belly of the sea-monster was no part of the narrative as used by
Jesus. There is no reference to this portion of the account in the record
of the Gospel of Luke (11:30-32) •••• It aeems strange that 10 important
an incident as that of the miraculous deliverance of the prophet ahould
have been omitted from the gospel of Luke if it were an authentic
part of the gospel-story." (The Chr. Cmtu~, Dec. 9, 1938.) See a1ao
Gorc'a ltatement: " ..• if it were authentic.' Willett and Gore could
quote D. F. Strauss as their authority. "The continuance of Jonah ln
the belly of the whale does not aeem to have been brought in as a
parallel case undl filter, subsequmd11, that is, to the time when the
rnomlng of Sunday had been fixed upon for the reaurrec:tion of Jesus."
(A Neta Life of Jesus, I, p. 439. Du Leben Jem, I, p. 403.)
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.fa comidered to be not literal history but parable or allepry••••
Our Lord's reference to thfa event [Jonah being dfagorpd fram tba
mouth of the great fish] does not contradict thfa view. Re fa simply
using lt u an illustration. 'Just u 10. refer to the procllpl IGD or
the good Samaritan in precisely the same terms we should use were
their adventures historical facts, ao may Christ have done
(The Luthmi,a., March 18, 1937.) The meaning of thfa aubterfup II:
Chrlat knew that thfa incident never occurred; and so our cbarle
that the critics actually ascribe falllbWty to Jesus ls grouncllm.
But we uk again: How will Profeuor Horine prove that Jesus did
not conalder the history of Jonah literal history?•> Do not uk
us to accept your Assertions No. 4 b, by which you seek to escape
the dUemrna into which your Assertion No. 4 a places you, on
your mere dictum.
Better say at once -Assertion No. 5 - that ''Christ never olfen
a word of Scripture as a final reason for belief," and have done
with it. Dr. John Oman (Cambridge) makes this assertion In
Vuion and Authority, page 188: ''The method of citing texts Is on]y
a second-hand dealing in truth. . . . Christ encourages His disciples
to rise above the rule of authorities and investigate till each is his
own authority. . . . Christ appeals to the testimony of Scripture
but never offers a word of it as a final reason for belief. His final
appeal ls always to the heart by God." Oman naturally takes this
position, for, "whatever the authority of Scripture may be, it is not
of the infallibility of verbal inspiration" (p. 94). Oman, of course,
makes no serious attempt to prove his nssertion by Scripture.
"Citing texts is only a second-hand dealing in truth." The proof
which he offers in this connection is: " •All ye are brethren,' He
says, 'and one is your teacher,' " and he deduces from this- by
what laws of reason we know not-: "Even Christ Himself is not
our Rabbi." . . . We are anxious to know what he makes of the
passage John 5: 39. Or of John 8: 31. Or John 10: 35. Or Matt. 4:4.
And Matt. 4: 7 and Matt. 4: 10. Whatever Satan's answer might be,
though he might have answered: "It is written? Why, everybody
knows that Scripture is not infallible," Christ declares, first and
last: ''It is written." (See further Proceedinga, lo1011 Dia&rict, 1891,
88) A writer in Tiu! Living ChuTcl,, April 26, 1930, puts it this
way: ''St. Matt.12: 40 need not carry with it an acceptance by our Lord
of the literal and complete historicity of the Book of J'onah, unless ane
Is prepared to assert one's own acceptance of the literal and complete
hiltoricity of every parabolic story used by Him to drive home by
forceful Wustratlon His teachings. Is your correspondent willing so to
ac:eept, for example, the story of the Rich Man and Lazarus?" Here is
confusion worse confounded. The story Is a true story. "'1'bere IHI
• certain rich man. • • . And there ,acu a certain begar." We even
know hlll name: "Lazarus."
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PP. 29-31: "Mlt der Sc:hrift bewles Christua Rine Worte und
Lehn.")
Aaertlan No. 6: Inspiration and lnfalllblllty must be restrlc:ted
to the Gospel-message in the Bible or, to ltretch a point, to the
relialoua and moral teaching of the Bible. - But Is that not the
ame u Aaertlons 1 and 2? It Is, essentially. But the critics the great majority of them - prefer Form 6 to 1 and 2, because
that form hu greater appeal. They delude themselves with the
Idea that nothing Is lost if only the lnfalllbWty of the great Gospelmeaage Is saved.BT> Assertion 6 bas a more speelous fonn than
the others and Is therefore more widely used. For that reason
we aball treat It separately, even though we shall have to repeat
ounelves somewhat. We shall be adding, however, some new
material.
J.M. Gibson takes issue with those "who insist on every part
of the Bible being equally inspired"; lt Is "unfaithfulness to the
sacred Scriptures" not to reserve full, real Inspiration for "the
Gospel, the central theme of the Bible" (op. cit., p. 101). James Orr
ii satlafied ''with a Scripture supernaturally insplred to be an lnlaWble guide 1n the great matters for which lt wu given - the
knowledge of the will of God for their salvation in Christ Jesus,
instruction In the way of holiness and the hope of eternal life"
(Revelation and ln,piTation, p. 217). The BaltimoTe Declantion:
"We accept the Scriptures as the infalllble truth of God In all
matters that pertain to His revelation and our salvation." (Minutes
of the 1938 Convention. of the U. L. C. A ., p. 471.) Dr. A. J. Traver,
In his exposition of the BaltimoTe Declantion: ''The Holy Scriptures are the infalllble tnith 'in all matters that pertain to His
revelaUon and our salvation,' " not in secular matters, for "Bible
writers wrote with the background of their age and its scientific
beliefs" (The LutheMn, Feb. 22, 1939). And in The Luthenln of
Jan. 23, 1936, Dr. Traver says distinctly: "Inspiration includes only
the knowledge essential for knowing God and His plan for man." 111>
87) Dilc:ualng a similar case of juggling the Proceeding, of the IO\DCI
Dinrlet ,ay: "Die Leugner der Inspiration fuehren, wenn man ueber
ihre p-eullehe Lehre erstaunt und entruestet isl, immer solche Reden
im Munde: 'Wlr wollen euch ja nichts von eurem Glauben rauben; denn
wenn auch Moses und Jesajas, Matthaeus und Markus, Paulus und
Pet1'UI 1leh 1eirrt haben, so bleibt uns doch Christu,, von dem alleln
unser Hell abhaengt.' Das sind eitel Tuehen1J>leler1cueute."
■) "S. Episcoplus (t 16'3), Arminlan-Refonned, had already limited
inspiration to the so-called eaentials." (Guerlc:ke, Si,mboHlc, p. 172.)
So allo the Lutheran G. Calixt (t 1856. - See Pieper, op. cit., p. 322) •
J. T. Beek (t 1878), conservative: "Auf die 1oettlichen Relchsgehelmnlae er■treekt die Theopneustle sieh; auf du Aeuaerliehe und lllen■ch
llcbe nur, IOWelt es mit Erstenm in wesentllchem 7-uAmmenbang atebt."
(See Proe., Svn- Conf., 1886, p. 22.) Pastor Matac:baa of the "IN.
Lutheran Church in Prussia" (Brnlau; "Altlutheraner"): "Scripture,
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When the liberals of the extreme left divide the Bible mto
more-implred, less-inspired, and non-lnaplred portlom, tbm
reasoning 1s clear and consistent. They treat the Bible u a purely
human writing and their concept of inspiration Ls different mm
that of the conservatives. Their "inspiration," being an activity
of the human mind, does not connote infalllbWty. With them the
more-inspired portions, too, are fallible, as Willett pla.iniy tells us:
"No error has ever resulted in greater discredit to the Scriptures
or injury to Christianity than that of attributing to the Bible auch
a miraculous origin and nature u to make it an infallible mnul,ml
of morala and -religion." (Loe. cit.) But when the conservatives
acknowledge the divine origin and authority of Scripture and
then confine its inspiration to the Gospel-message, they involve
themselves in a self-contradiction and are forced either to make
the Bible set up extravagant, yes, false, claims or to deny the
plain, every-day meaning of common human words.
Nowhere does the Bible say that only certain portions of it
a1·e inspired and infallibly true. If any one wants to believe in
partial inspiration, he will have to believe it on the authority of the
being Inspired, is the infallible and reliable Word of God in matten that
pertain to our salvation. . • • There may be ml.stakes in non-eaentlal
matters." (Sec Leh'l'c und Wel,n, 1909, p. 280.) Prof. J. 0. Evjen: '"'l'o
the Reformer (Luther) Scripture was binding to the extent that ll
proclaimed Christ, the Gospel, or pointed to Christ. Many hiltorlcal
matters In the Bible did not concern Christian life." (Luth. Ch•rch
Quan., April, 1940, p. 149.) Synod of Maryland (U. L. C. A.): "Article m
of the Pittabu'l'tlh Agrceinent adds to the Baltbnon Declaration became
it countenances, or seems to countenance, verbal inspiration and inerrancy
of the Scriptures and makes the Bible the infallible rule in matten other
than faith and practice." (Th• Lut11eran
,
June 12, 1940.) The pronouncement of the Baltimo'l'e Declantion, by the way, does not constitute
an advance from the teaching of the General Council. The Luthen111
Clturch Review wrote in 1904: "According to H. E. Jacobs 'the Holy
Scriptures are the infallible and inerrant record of God's revelation of
His saving grace to men.' . . • The holy writers were not inspired, however, to be 'teachers of astronomy or geology or physics,' and no number
of contradictions in this sphere would 'shake our confidence in the
absolute reliability of Holy Scripture os the infallible test of theologic:al
truth, an inerrant guide in all matters of faith and practice.'" The
writer ls Dr. Joseph Stump. (See Lelt'l'e mad Welin, 1904, p. 85f.)
Dr. Stump expresses the same view in his TILe Christian Faith, pp. 318,
320. - H. L Willett: ''The finality and authority of the Bible do not
reside in all of its utterances, but in those great characters and meaages
which are easily discerned as the mountain peaks of its contents. Such
portions are worthy to be called the Word of God to man." (Op. cit.,
p. 289.) Let these samples suffice. Many more could be adduced in
support of our statement that the great majority, liberals and conservatives, subscribes to Assertion No. 6.
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c:rit1ca. He cannot quote a ldng1e J)IIIAle of Holy Scripture in
support of lt.•>

But everywhere the Bible declares that all of it ls God's Word,
amoluteJ.y true. And so the modems are compelled to twist and
torture these paaages, divest them of their meaning, and then
try to convlnc:e us that we have been misread1ns them. They do
not dlaplay great theological sklll and acumen in their treatment
of these paaages. The best they can do ls to aBix footnotes to
the text, 11&ylng that the text does not mean what lt 11&ys. "All
Scripture ls given by lmplratlon of God." Footnote: That does
not mean that all of Scripture ls lnsplred, but only Its religious
teaching. N. R. Best: "Here, then, in 2 Tim. 3:16, ls the Bible's
standard description of its own qualities, and here surely, if from
the Bible viewpoint a preternatural exactness was essential to
Inspired literature, there would have been some tangible hint of
that characteristic. Instead the outlook of the apostle- himself
an undoubted agent of divine inspiration -was entirely in another
direction. Paul had his eyes on the moral dynamic of the bookIts spiritual vitality." (lnapimtion, p. 97.)00> J. A. W. Hau: "It ls
this combination of various witnesses, all tending to the unity of
the mving Goapel through the illuminating and guiding control
of the Spirit, which constitutes inspiration. There/on every true
Scripture is God-breathed and 'ls profitable for doctrine,' etc.,
2 T'un.3:16. . . . We must not identify the Word absolutely with
the Bible as a book." (Ne10 Teatament Commenta'rJI, p. 122.)
John 10: 35: ''The Scripture cannot be broken." Footnote: What
Scripture IIIIYS concerning the Gospel is absolutely infallible; what it
says on other matters can be broken. Our footnote to this astounding perversion of the text: Would you classify "the scripture" which
calls the rulers "gods" as a Gospel-message? Second footnote:
Jesus cannot be made to say here: Some Scripture may be broken.Rom, 15: 4: "Whatsoever things were written aforetime were written
for our learning." Footnote: Some of those things that were written
89) "Wir fragen dagegen: Woher stammt dlele Untencheidung
von helln,ichtigen, minder wicbtigen und unwlcbtigen Aussagen cler
Sc:hrlft? Oder genauer: Wo macht die Schrift dleae Untencheidung?
Und zwar: Wo brlngt die Schrift dlese Unterscheldung In Verblndung
mlt der Inspiration, so dass ale diese bel den genannten Nebendlngen
pm auaetzen oder doch so stark zuruecktreten lleae, clua den helllgen
Schrelbem wohl elnmal eln Fehler mit unterlaufen konnte, was be1 den
du Hell dlrekt beruehrenden Stuedcen eben durcb die Wirkung der
Implrat!on ausgeschlossen war?" (Theologiac:Jur Qwutallehrift, J'uly,
1831, p. 182.)
90) Our own footnote: Why, then, did Paul say: "AU Scripture"?
If Paul found room In the Scripturea for "the ordinary mlsunderstandlnp
and blunders of humanity," as Best declares on the ume page, why

did Paul not make Best's restrictlon?
37
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afo1'l!time were written for our learning. -Acta 2': lf: "I believe
all thfnp which are written the Law and the Prophets." l'ootnote: Paul made a mistake m taking everything written In Sc:rlpture to be true.11>

m

m

It does not require great mtelllgence, no more than tbat of
a child, to understand the force of the universals "all," "wbatloever,11 of the all-inclusive "the Scripture cannot be broken." If
men were not obsessed with the idea that miracles do not occur
(liberals) or that science has found mistakes in Scripture (conservatives), average human mtelllgence would keep them &am
making Asserton No. 6 and baaing the assertion on Scripture.
These men have not sufficient acumen and ingenuity to convince UI
that Paul said "all" and must have meant "some."
Furthermore, do they not see that they are destroying the
Christian's trust m his Bible? Are they not intelligent enough to
know that, unless they can give the Christian a safe criterion for
distinguishing between the reliable and the unreliable parts of the
Bible, they are rendering the Bible to a great extent useless to the
Christians? For such a criterion does not exist. The Bible bu no
index giving that information. And the critics know of no such
criterion. They tell us so themselves. Huting'a EflCJIClopedicl,
VII, p. 348: "There is m reality no clear dividing line between what
is and what fs not worthy of a place in Scripture." (See Pieper, op.
cit., p. 382.) Dr. Fosdick thinks he has a sure criterion. There
eternal truth is speaking ''where the deeps of the Book call to the
deeps of the human heart" (The Modena. Uae of the Bible, p. 81),
Your own heart will tell you what belongs to rellgious truth and
what fs human error. But it seems this criterion does not satisfy
his brother critics. The11 confess that there is no certain rule to be
applied. For instance, R. F. Grau: "Die Grenzen des Goettllchen
und Menschllchen in der Schrift koennen ueberhaupt nicht mechanisch und quantitativ bestimmt werden, so wenig wie in der
Person Christi." (See Proc:., SJ/f&. C011,f., l8861 p. 28.) K. Girgensolm:
''Die Schrift enthaelt auch fuer den einzelnen du Wort Gottes in
keiner feststellbaren Abgrenzung.11 (Die Inapi7'Clticm dff Heilign
Sc:hrift.) Here is what happens in every case where men try to
apply Fosdick's formula of finding the deeps of the Book calling to
the deeps of the human heart: "Immer wieder beunruhlgte mich die
Frage: Was 1st Kem, was ist Schale? Wo 'treibt die Schrift Cbrl91} J.llr'I.Glbson's attempt to prove Assertion No. 8 is herewith
submitted u an outstanding curiosity. In support of his lfatement fram
which we just quoted he argues: "On tho principle of all perll of
Scripture being equally inspired one might preach on the Bible for
fifty years and never once bring the Gospel in." He certainly has • low
aplnion of the intelligence of the Christian preachers.
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ltum,' wo nlcht? Wo beginnt die Blbelkritlk, wo hoert sie auf?
Du warm l'ragen, auf die mlr weder meln Ventand noc:h theolopche 'Wlaenschaft' eine klare, befrledigende Antwort geben
kcmnte. Wu nuetzt mir die bekannte Kompromlssformel 'Die
Bibel enthaelt Gottes Wort,' wenn mlr nlemand mit Sicherhelt
ugen kann, was nun in der HeWgen Schr1ft Gott.es Wort iat und
wu nlcht? Dlese Formel gestattet schrankenlosen Subjektivlsmus,
der nur relative Wahrhelt kennt und darum du Herz nicht wahrhaft feat machen kann." (See Lehre und Wehn, 1923, p. 302.) The
theory of Assertion No. 6 makes sport of the Christian. He ls told
to separate the true from the false in Scripture and to wait till some
secret voice-deep calling unto deep-tells him how to do it.12>
These men know little of Scripture. Our Bible is a wonderful,
a divine book, able to make us wise unto salvation (2 Tim. 3: 15) and
achieving this end by means of everything therein written. ''Whatsoever things were written aforetlme were written for our learning."
To be sure, the Gospel is the chief part of the Bible. The Bible
stresses the great truth that Christ Crucified ls the Center of the
Bible, the all-important thing. But everything in the Bible bears
on the one theme. The least important thing subserves the one
Important thing. Rom. 15: 4. "So then the entire Scripture is
throughout nothing but Christ, God's and Mary's Son; all has to do
with this Son, that we might know Him." (Luther, m:1959.) ''Er
ist das Mittelpuenktlein im Zirkel, und alle Hlstorien in der Helligen
Schrift, so sle recht angesehen werden, gehen auf Cbristum."
(VIl:1929.) 111> These men have only a smattering of the Bible.
92) "I now ask my new instructors to tell me what are the things
In Scripture that do affect faith and life - to speak de&nitely, not in
vque generality-and to set forth in compfetenea and with unerring
c:ertltude, not partially or dubiously, what in Scripture Is infallible anil
of clivlne authority and what is not. But I find they cannot or do not
tell me, nor do they show me how I can IIUl'ely ascertain this for myself;
and thua my whole faith becomes unsettled. • • . Sometimes I may be
told the Bible is infallible and authoritative in all that affects faith and
life; and when I ask what affects faith and life, I am answered that
In which it Is infallible; and I thua feel that my intellect Is insulted
and my 10ul trifled with by a vicious logic and an impotent evasiveness.
At otller times certain leading religioua and ethical principles are set
forth u unquestionably matters of laith and life. But when I inquire
how and on what principle these were separated from the rest, ••• I am
told that by general consent they are received because men'a consciouanea witnesses to their truth. By this the painful and perplexing fact
Is forced upon me that even for these no clivine or Scriptural, but only
a human foundation is given; that these are regarded as authoritative
not because they are revealed in the Word of God but because th~
accord with the conscloumess of man. • • ." (M'Intosb, op. cit., p. 606 f.)
93) L. S. Keyser: "How marvelous Is the reasoning of these
rationalistal .•• We leave it to any one who will use his reason logically
whether the 8rst chapters of our Bible separate the nligic>,u teaching
from the aclences with which it is connected. Does this part of the
Bible set oft rellsion by itself, as lf it were something isolated and
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And they know little of the psychology of the Christian. 'l'lley
dare to tell him that great portions of his Blble are unpro&tab1e.
They tell him that the comfort he was wont to find in tbe ltm7 ~
Jonah is based on a fable. They warn him against accepting pat
portions of the Bible as true. And when the Cbrialan ub them
how he may know what is true and what is false, lest be lole
what is profitable to him, they leave him at sea. We do not DY tbat
they are deliberately making sport of the troubled Christian. But
Satan is making sport of him. And have they 10 little understanding that they do not realize that Assertion No. 6 inevitably
orouses the holy indignation of the Christian, who feels that not
only he himself is being played with but Sc:ripture itself made
a thing to be laughed at - a conglomeration of truth and error,
a guide-book which is unclear, indefinite, and hazy in its instructions.84>
Now comes another group of critics who will not subscribe to
the thesis that great portions of Sc:ripture ore unprofitable. They
subscribe whole-heartedly to the thesis that the Bible is full of
errors but see the folly committed by their brethren of C1us l
However, since they are minded to uphold the erroneousness of
Scripture, they are forced to set up Assertion No. 7-whlch is u
senseless as No. 6-: Everything in the Bible, inclusive of the
errors, is profitable; God put these errors into the Bible; the errlnl

solche

alone? Is not this rather the real teaching, the (uU-orbed and comprehensive teaching, of the Bible, that it.a primary purpose is reu,foa.
but rellgion set vitally and organically in a sclentlftc and historieal
environment?" (Contending foT the Fait11. See Kretzmann, The FniulatioM Muat Stand, p. 59 f.) Dr. Stoeclchardt: "Nun gut, wir agen aw:b,
daa Christus A und 0, Kern und Stem der ganzen Schrift lit. Da
lchrt Chrlst1111 selbst Job. 5: 39. • • • Wenn die Scluift aber sJeJchwobl
auch etwas von der Weltschoepfung • . . aussagt, so nehmen wir aucb
Aussagen als Gottes Wort und Offenbarwur hin und finden, wenn
wir nacher zusehen, class dieselben nicht 10 isoliert dastehen, simdem
mit dem Hauptinhalt, der Gesc:hichte des Gnadenbundes, irgendwie
zusammenhaengen." (LehTe m,d WehTe, 1893, p. 329.)
94) D. J. Burrell disposes of the matter thus: "But what do you
propose? A new Bible? Aye, you tell us that under the dear blaze
of your erudiUon the Bible has come to be 'a new Book.' It fa Indeed
a new book; full of errors on all points within the cognlzanc:e of the
senses, yet heralded by you as a tru■lworthy guide in matten beyond
sight! The thinking world derides you. Is this the edifice you have
been so laboriously constructing? A Bible without ground of con&dence? • • • But they s:iy: 'We insist on loyalty to CnrisL Our whale
system Is Chrlstocentric. Back to Christi' But back to what Christ?
To the Christ who affixed His authoritative seal to the ■o-called 'fables'
of the Flood, of Lot's wife, and of Jonah in the whale's belly? To the
Christ who called the Scriptures 'truth' and never breathed a word or
syllable against their absolute inerranc:y? • . • Or, in your process of
'construction,' are you giving the world a new Christ, too? One of
your leaders recently said from his theol01lcal chair: 'The time has
come for a restatement of the doctrine of Christ.' " (Whv I Beline &lie
Blble, p. 180.)
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human word fa the Word of God.-Promlnent theologians, Lutherans and extreme liberals, actually make this assertion. We are
not referring to those who 1nsfat that these mistakes do not matter
much.111> We are contemplating the phenomenon that sober theoloafans are saying that God saw fit, 1n order to make us wise unto
salvation, to give us a fallible Bible. R. F. Grau (Koenigsberg):
"Gott hat es zugelassen, ja gewollt, class sich 1n der Heiligen
Scbrift auch Fehler finden. Ich wage es, mit dem groessten
Schriftforscher unsers Jahrhunderts, mit Hofmann, zu sagen: Die
HeWge Sc:hrift ist etwas Besseres als ein fehlerloses Buch." (See
Lehn und Weh.H, 1893, p . 329.) S. Parkes Cadman: "Not everything related in Holy Scripture (Genesis, Jonah, Daniel) actually
happened; nevertheless, actual or imaginative, all was enlisted for
the service of its spiritual ideals. . . . For millions of believers the
Bible fa the more divine because of its human elements." (Op. cit.,
pp. 247, 253.) 0 . L. Joseph: ''Does not the human element, with its
limitations and perchance even errors, exalt the wisdom of God in
using such an agency to further His gracious plan?" (Ringing
Re111itiea, p. 217.) Would you call these Biblical statements which
are false God's Word? Surely! Generalsuperintendent Dr. Paul
Blau: "Wir haben ganz ehrlich zugegeben, dass die Bibel Menschenwort ist, wir koennen ihr nachweisen, class ihr alle Unvollkommenheit menschlicher Rede anhaftet. • . • Die Schreiber der Buecher
sind fehlsame, irrtumsfaehige Menschen gewesen. . . . Aber es ist
alles Gotteswort." (Die Menachwenlung Gottes, p. 31 f.) Hans Rust,
Ph.D., D. D., professor in Koenigsberg: ''Wir muessen das Menschenwort der Heiligen Schrift in seiner ganzen Fehlsamkeit, Armseligkeit, Duer£tigkeit und Anfechtbarkeit stehenlassen und es
Gott zutrauen, dass er auch durch dieses fehlbare Menschenwort
sein unfehlbares Gotteswort bezeugt und immer zu bezeugen imstande sein wird." (Vom AeTgeni.is dea Menachn.wcwtes in deT"
Heiligen Sch.rift, p. 553.) 08 >
95) J. A. Cottam: "Such minor discrepancies, or errors, are not
worth mentioning as compared with the substantial rellablllty of the
whole records; for it is the whole record, and not microscopic Infallibility,
about which the Christian faith is coneemed." (Know the Tn&t1&, p. 219.)
E. Lewis: "The integrity of the revelation doC!S not stand or fall by the
wrappings." (Op. cit., p. 37.)

96) We should like to submit a few more similar statements. The
more, the better - since they carry their own refutation. To save
space, we shall use smaller print. K. Girgensohn: The errors in the
Bible are due to the special will of God, since nothing, not the least
detail, is due to chance and since such errors, understood "spiritually"
or "experienced," can result in good and serve our salvation. (Op. cit.,
p. ll3.) J. M. Gibson: ''Though we cannot claim perfection for any
of the organs or vehicles of inspiration, the result of the whole may be
aid to be perfect, as adapted to the accomplishment of ita end." ''So
far from finding fault or suggesting difficulty, we should recognize the
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''Wu 1st das doch fuer eln loaea und sfnnloses Gerede!• 'l'bat
fa Dr. Stoeckhardt'a reply to Grau'• proposition: "Vicious and fao1llh
twaddle!" To be sure, God overrules the erron of man far pod;
but that fa far from saying that God sanctlons and glorifies tbele
errors. No man in his senses will say that the God of Truth and
Holiness moved the holy writers to present, for instance, 1epnds
and myths as truths.071 "The thinking world derides you" (Burrell,
above) when you claim to be loyal to Christ and still reject u fabla
what He stamped and sealed as truth; still more wW the +hlnkln1
world deride you when you assert that Christ knew these fabla
to be fables and still found it profitable to have men deal with them
as true. Still more will the thinking world deride Grau when he
alleges, in support of his monstrowi proposition, that Christ, too, in
becoming man, "was made to be sin,'' was made personally subject
to error and sin! "Whal vicious and foolish twaddle!" (Lehn su
Wel,Te, 1893, p. 329.) And when the Barthians declare that the
erroneowi word of man is in fact the real Word of God, when they
refuse to believe that God performed +he miracle of giving us by
inspiration an infallible Bible but are ready to believe that God
dally performs the greater miracle of enabling men to find and 11ft
in the fallible word of man the infallible Word of God, the thinking
world declares: We cannot think your thoughts; hieT ,teht einem
deT Ver,tafld ,till.
Assertion No. 8: Miracles do not occur; science does not recognize miracles; therefore the Bible, which relates miracle after
miracle, cannot be literally inspired; it cannot be inerrant, for it,
writers put their mistaken notions about miracles into it. -That b
the argument advanced by the extreme liberals among the moderns,
marvelous grace of God in so lifting up the best legendary literature
of the world as to make it a vehicle of hiah and pure revelation."
(Op. cit., pp. 145, 157.) J. De Witt: "We shall learn how important and
valuable, if not necessary, the divine sufferance of these blemishes WII
in the aceomDlishment of the ruling purpose of revelation." "Even
for us ~ey [the enormities in the Bible] have their moral uses, if only
by repulalon (WJaat la 111,pinztfon, pp. 72, 181.) Yea, even the falle
teachbur of the Bible serves a good purpose! Wilhelm Beermann
(Ritsehlian): "The doctrine of a double predestination, which, followlq
Rom. 9-11, Luther" (? !) "and Calvin developed even more crudely than
Aug111tine, has no basis in faith. • . . But the fact that the Bible contains
auch a development of thought as we ftnd preeminently in Rom.9:20-23
should also nibaerue ouT aalvcitfon, if It brinp 111 to face the qUl!ltfon
whether we are prapared to follow Scripture even in that wliich we
cannot undentand to be a notion rooted in our faith. If we declde to do
this, we are treating the Bible a, 11 law-book which requires from 111
external obedience." (Systematic TheologJI, p. 13'.)
97) Dr. Stoeekhardt: "Der Geist Gotta, der Allwmende, IO aehr
er sieh an die Eigenheit der menschllchen Orpne akkommodiert bat,
kann doeh nun und nimmer einen ml'nschllchen Irrtum sanktionierm-"
(Lehn uncl WehTe, 1886, p. 314.)
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and they consider it UIUID8Wel'able. Our answer ls that the argument comtitutes a flagrant fallacy.•>
'l'1lese liberals are convinced that the miracle-stories of the
Bible are myths or old wives' tales, because, said A. Harnack, "mir..
ac:les, of course, do not occur. That an aa spoke, that the tempest
wu stilled with one word, we do not believe that." Science forbids It, said R. Seeberg; "the world-view of the Biblical writers wu,
as we all know, different from ours. They did not possess the exact
knowledge of the cosmic laws which we have. In those days lt was
easy to believe In miracles. Every one feels at once how far we have
advanced beyond the naive views of the men of antiquity." (See
Lehn Ufld Wehn, 1908, p. 373.) H. E. Fosdick: "We used to think
that God created the world by fiat. • . • Our ideas of the method of
inspiration have changed." ''What happened to the idea of miracle
when this onrush of Inductive science overtook lt is clear." What
happened? We do not want to live In "a land of topayturvy, where
axes float, dry sticks change to serpents, bedeviled swine run
violently Into the sea." No, no, ''to be a Bible Christian must we
think, as some seem to suppose, that a fish swallowed a man, or that
the sun and moon stood still at Joshuah's command, or that God
sent she-bears to eat up children who were rude to a prophet, or
that saints long dead arose and appeared In Jerusalem when our
Lord was crucified?" (Op. cit., pp. 30, 141, 53, 181.) Jonah, says
Prof. J. W. Horine, was not swallowed and disgorged by the fish;
that. "is not literal history but parable or allegory." (The Luthenin,
March 18, 1937.) The Biblical miracle of Creation did not actually
occur, declares Prof. 0. F. Nolde; "pupils may later discard the
scientific import of the story." (Luth. Chun:h. Quan., July, 1939,
p. 299.) Evolutionism has discarded that miracle with all the
others, said E. H. Delle in the Luth. Quanm11. 'The belief In organic evolution, Including the appearance of man, •.. has become
the working theory of science. . . . The Hebrew tradition of how man
was made has been modified by later scientific research. . • . As to
the method and duration of the creative process, the origin of
man's sinful nature, ... modem thought through science, historical
criticism, philosophy, and ethics has a modifying and illwnlnating
word to say." (See LehTe und Wehn, 1913, p.149 ff.) And "Prof. G.
B. Foster goes so far as to declare that a man can hardly . be intellectually honest who In these days professes to believe In the
miracles "of the Bible." (See Fund4mentcua, IV, p. 93.)
The pupils of higher criticism and the professors of evolutionism
98) We are herewith redeeming the promise made in the prec:eclin8
article: · "Their plea that science does not recopize miracles will be
answered next month, when we take up the chapter of the fatuity of

'hllher' science.''
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cannot believe in miraclea. The mlracu1ous contents of the Bible
and of the Chriatlan religion ts offemive to them.•> On that
account they abominate Verbal, Plenary Implratlon. "No miraclel"
- that ts one of the chief artlclu of the theology of b1gber c:ritlciam.100> And the critics are persuaded that the dtscualon b clolecl
and the debate won when they proclaim: Science has ruled out
the miracles.
Not so fast, we say. Science does not rule out miracles. We
are speaking of common, honest, every-day science. Real .science
does not teach that miracles are impossible. We have never found
such a statement in any text-book on physics or chemistry or
any other science. We have not yet heard that science bu ellscovered a law which kept the Lord from sending such • great
number of quails. Good, common, honest science knows better than
to make such a statement. For it knows nothing of the miraculous,
the supernatural. It sticks to the natural. It is well equipped for
that. It is able to observe natural phenomena and it busies luelf
with studying the natural causes of them. But It has no faclliUes
for studying the supernatural. It has no laboratories for testing
creative powers. Its lenses cannot detect what is behind the
miracles. "Mit Wundeni. weiss die Wissenschaft nichts zu machen"
(E. Muehe, Bibliache Merk10uerdigJceiten., p. 90.) lOU
When a
common, honest, bona-fide scientist is asked by Harnack and Fosdick: What do you make of the Biblical miracles, he straightway
answers: That ls beyond my ken ond province.
But the "higher scientists" are quick to answer: We know,
through science, that miracles cannot occur. - Men who say that
do not think logically. They are operating with a crude fallacy.
It is known as the µs-rcifiaa1; ~t; cVJ,o yi vo; . It consists in applyinl
the principles ruling one r ealm of science to a different realm of
99) The miracles belong to "the intellectual stumbling-blocks over
which many young people nrc falling when they read the Bible."
(FOldlck, op. cit., p. 59.)
100) "The whole of the modem critical sc:hool of Germany ii
actuated by a fierce hatred of the su_pematural. The ruling principle
in their criticism is denunciation of the miraculous. Whatever cannot
be brought under their sc:fentl/ic canons is to be rejected IS mythleal
or fabulous." CR.A.Redford, Studies in the Book of Jonah, p.6.)-Profeaor Redford goes on to say: ''The critic will not follow us into the
innermost •nc:tua111 of Christian faith. Let us, then, remain with him
for a while in the outer court of human Judgment and reasoning." That
is the method we are applying. We have set forth the Christian'•
attitude in our aec:ond and third artide. Now we are asking the critics
to apply nothing more than human Judgment and reasoning.
101) "Human science as such deals only with such things IS man
can prove by what his &ve senses observe and experienee, only with
what bis reason ean grasp and understand. What is beyaad that it
treats u an unsolved enigma. • • • Science has no place for minldes."
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aclence. But everybody knows that the rules of 1eometry do not
apply In psycholosY. And everybody oupt to know that what
ls true In the realm of the natural has no bearing whatever on
what ls possible and true in the supernatural sphere. Dr. Walther
says on this point: "We will have nothlns to do with a science
which .•. wants to sit in judgment on Scripture and correct it on
the basis of science; which, Instead of rem■lnin1 in lts sphere,
wants to elevate the laws that happen to apply in its domain into
universal laws and force them on Scripture. We reprd such a
J&Ucillam; 11; iW.o yilw; both as Idolatrous and unaeientific. We asree
fully with Melanchthon when he writes: 'As it would be insanity
to say that the Christian doctrine could be jud1ed by the rules of the
cobbler's trade, so also they err who Invest philOl'OphJI with the
rilh to sit in judgment on Theolo1Y.'" (See Pieper, op. c:it., p. 189.)
On this metabczsia, this incursion Into a foreisn field, called in
German "Grenzueberschreituns," a theol01ian wrote in the
Deuache Leh:reneitung, as quoted in Lehn und Wehn, 1923,
p. 301: "Gewiss ist es wahr, dass die Wissenschaft 1ewalti1e Fortsc:hritte gemacht hat. . . . Gewiss ist es auch wahr, dass Gott dem
Menschen den Verstand gegeben hat, damit er ihn gebrauchen
soll. Aber die Wahrheitcn des christllchen Glaubens llegen jenseits
der Grenzen des mensehliehen Verstandes, also auch der exakten
WissenschafL Und darum ist es unmoegllch, dass Glaube und
Wissenschaft (im Vollsinn des Wortes) jemals in elnen unueberbrueckbaren Gegcnsatz lrcten koennten. Wo er vorzuliegen scheint,
da hat auf der cincn oder andem Seite eine GTenzuebeTaehTeitung
staltge(unden, da verwechselt man die Wissenschaft mit Glauben
oder den Glauben mit Wissenschaft." Indeed, "we must learn,"
says the professor of natural history J. A. Thomson, "to render unto
science the tribute that is its due, and to God the things that arc
Hia." (Sc:ienee and Religion, p. 4.)
Among thinking men it is not permissible to apply the laws
which obtain in physical science to divine science which deals with
miracles. Thinking men will not permit you to say: Since science
knows only natural causes, there is no room left in this world for
the operation of supernatural causes. Thinking men will not permit
you to depart from the realm of observed facts and pass judgment
on things that lie beyond the area of observation. Thinking men
subscribe to the statement of Tl&e PreabvteTian (July 12, 1928):
''There are two great realms of existence - the natural and the
supematuraL Science deals only with the natural Revelation
deals ... with the supernatural and its manifestation in the natural.
When. acumce minds its 01.DTL buaineaa and confines its teaching to
the natural, there is no conflict between revelation and science. But
tohn. ac:ienee leaves ita own pTopeT field and tries to rise up into
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the supernatural or the origin of the natural, then it al,nJI ha
come In conflict with the revelation and its facts. When men tbeorize about the origin of natural things and teach evolutlcm, then they
leave science and take up apurioua philoaoph11, and this means cm.ftict and faJae teaching." And it means that they are commlttml a
logical crime.
And it is not only the Bible-theologian who stlgmatizel thll
metabalia as irrational and illogical.10:1> There are plenty of llbera1
theologians whose logical mind forbids them to measure the mpernatural with the natural. To quote just one of them: "This Is ID
substance what is being pleaded for here. It Involves the dlstiDdloD
between something we know and something In which we can only
believe. But it also Involves that no Increase In what we know will
ever dispense with that in which we believe or will make it an
object of Indubitable scientific knowledge. • . . Identify the infinite
with the creative, and we have the field Into which faith may tab
us, but which c1111 11e11er be the object of scientific Jcncnoleqe.
'A scientific knowledge of the Creator' ls an utter contradlctlon ID
terms; Indeed it savors of sheer imellectual 11TTOgance, to DY
nothing worse." (Edwin Lewis, op. cit., p.171.) And it does not
require Christian knowledge to see the absurdity of the reasonlnl
which rejects miracles on "scientific" grounds. The heathen and the
Jew can see it, too. ''It is most nbsurd for one to pretend that be
102) To quote a few more conservatives. R. A. Torrey says: "It ii
both amazing and ludicrous the way in which the enemies of the Bible
call in as expert witnesses men who have never given any attention
whatever to that line of study. They do it in. t10 otha- bnawda of
• ewi11 in the 100Tld. They would be considered fools if they did. But
they do It constanUy when it comes to questions about God and the
Bible. Thia method is thoroughly unsclenti&c, Illogical, and irratlonll•
(Op. cit., p. 42.) W. E . Gladstone: "Finding in the Mosaic: story various
statement. which he deema to be irreconcilable with natural laws,
Professor Huxley protests, not against those particular statements, but
against the entire relation; ancl he cast. aside without more ado not
only the whole tale as it is given in Genesis but the larp maa of collateral testimony, from every quarter of the globe, which supporta It.
Ia this a llclentlftc, is it a philosophical, is it altogether a rational metbocl
of proceediDg?" (The Impregnable Rock of Holv SCTlptuN, p. 3CM..) And
consider also this: "True sc:ienc:e does not start with an 111-priori
hypothesia that certain things are impossible, but simply examina the
evldenc:e to ftnd out what has actually occurred. It does not twist its
observed fact. to make them accord with 11-priori theories, but IND
to make lta theories accord with the fact. u observed. To a:y that
miracles are impossible, and that no amount of evidence can prove a
miracle, ia to be supremely unscientific. . • • The fact of the actual and
literal raurrectlon of Jesus Christ from the dead cannot be denied bJ
any man who will study the evidence in the cue with a candid desln
to find what the fact is, and not merely to support an 111-priori theory."
(The hfldamentaZ., V, p. 105.)
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believes In God and In the same breath deny the supernatural
belief that God steps in and changes the c:oune of nature.n lOI) Prof.
A. Etmte1n, who does not believe In God, may think lop:ally when
he denies the possibility of m1racles. But one who admits the
aupernatmal has no right to deny the miracles, and he reaches the
helght of absurdity when he denies them because sclence cannot explain them. Dr. Einstein is our authority for such a statement. He
AYI! ''The doctrine of a personal God interfering with natural
events could never be refuted in the real aenae by aclence, for this
doctrine can always take refuge in those domains ln which aclentlfic
knowledge has not yet been able to aet foot." (See The Chriltia11
Beacon, Sept.19, 1940.) Who, then, are the real obscurantists?
L. Gauaaen: ''If your wisdom makes bold to constitute itself the
judge of what is found contained ln the Bible; if it drags the book of
God to the seashore of science, ln order to collect in its vessels
what it sees in it to be good and to throw out what it finds in it
to be bad •.., then it is necessary that it should be reproved; it is
guilty of revolt; it judges God. Hen then u no longff acience.
there is fascination; there is no longer progress, there is obscurantism." (Theopneuatia., p. 325.) UM> He is certainly an obscurantist
who would make the ignorance to which science confesses the
source of knowledge.
But, say the critics, it is not in the name of common, every-day
science that we are ruling out the miracles; we are doing it from
the higher reaches of science. We are applying "inductive science"
(Fosdick), "the processes and the technique of science" (Delk) ;
forsaking "pre-Kantian conceptions" (Kantonen), we operate with
''the thought of our time,'' the present "scientlfic era" (A. G. Baldwin). (See CONC. THEOL. MTHLY., XII, p. 395.) But these high.sounding names and titles cannot hide the metczbuia of which
103) Rabbi Baron told the Milwaukee Council of Churches: ''I believe in science and natural laws. 11/Iiracles are baaed on belief in the
supernatural, on belief thnt God steps in and changes the course of
nature. I cannot reconcile them with reason. I cannot believe in them."
In an open letter Rabbi Sharfman gave this reply: "If a minister, priest,
or Rabbi doesn't believe in the Bible-story of the Creation or in miracles,
he has no business to be a spiritual leader. It is most absurd, etc.•••
I say, in the language of the Bible: 'ls there anything Impossible for
the Lord?' • • • Were 11/Ioses and all the elders of Israel impostors?"
(See The Ncn-tJi10estem. Lutheran, Feb. 9, 11Ml.)
_ lOC) Dr. Pleper's statement applies here. "One who appeals ~
natural reason in matters of the Cbristlan religion and would make it, m
whole or in part, the source and norm of the Christian doctrine commits
a pu@am; 1lc w.1.o yno; and is enthroning human unreason in place
of the Word of God as master and teacher." (Op. cit., p. 238.) It ls an
absurdity of the &rst rank to teach that there is an almighty God and
then to reject miracles as absurdities.
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"Ingber science" is guilty. In fact, the very name ~
science" 1rnrnasks it. The claim la made that, while eamrma
science deals only with observed fac:ta, the phUosopber bu the
right to draw deductions from these observatlom, and tbae dedactiom, they say, rule out miracle&. But investiptlon and lndudtan
are different matters.to.;, We are ready to listen to you when you
present the results of your investigation. And we are wllllDI to
hear your inductions- as long as they are logicaL But In the
present case your inductions are baaed on a fallacy. We willlDl1Y
grant you that science deals with nothing but natural c:ausa; but
when your "inductive science" infers from this that every effect
must have a natural cause, it no longer deserves the name of
science; and the philosophy back of it la weak in logic.
We have noted above that the liberals have logic on their side
when they refuse to subscribe to the self-contradictory them of
the moderate critics that the Bible, .inspired, contains mistakeL But
whatever credit they have earned on this IICOl'e they lose when they
reject the miracles of the Bible for "scientific" reasons. They are
breaking one of the fundamental laws of logical thinking. Do you
know what this met11bcuia really is? The handbooks of logic lilt
as one of the material fallacies the converse fallacy of accident.
And met11buia is a species of this common fallacy. The logician
will not permit you to say that "a statement which is true when
certain conditions arc present is true generally." What did you
think of the scientists, mentioned in the preceding article, who
deduced from the fact that the ants of their locality do not do
certain things that the ants of Palestine did not do these tbinp!
And now we are being told in the name of "inductive science"
that, because science has not discovered and cannot observe supernatural forces, supernatural forces are non-existent.
"Kurzum, es lat so albem, so Iaecherlich, was die Bibelfelnde
ueber solche geringfuegige Verschiedenheit des Berichta sagen,
dass es einen anekelt, nur noch mehr darueber zu reden." (Pn>e.,
Weateni District, 1865, p. 46.) That applies to all of their arguments. "AneJcelt"-it is nauseating. So we had better pause a
while. We must not discuss too many of their fatuities at one time.
(To be continued)

TR. ENGELDZR

105) "Many a man who is very safe in the department of lnvestlptlon and perfectly trustworthy so long u he conftnn hfmlelf to the simple
results of obaervation and experiment Is u unsafe whenever he ventures
into the department of philosophy or logic and attempts to draw Inferences from his uinvestigations; his
may be
fnacc:urate
and umound
his experiments are careful and exact. The fact II,
investigation and induction belong to cUfferent department.; and we
are not always to adopt the inferences of the moat accurate lnveltiptor."
(A. T.Pienon, Jl11n11 Infallible P-roof•, p. H2.)
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